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SPONSOR: Hali Reedy, Sydney Brown   
DATE: April 10th, 2019 
       
Whereas: SGA senators currently, are required to complete two constituent outreaches as well 
as one legislation per semester in order to remain in good standing with Rollins SGA.  
 
Whereas: Starting in Fall 2019, Rollins College SGA should amend these requirements in order 
to represent the Rollins SGA better on and off campus, as well as help the executive board with 
said events in a more productive manner. 
 
Whereas: Starting in Fall 2019 SGA senators, should be required to complete 5 hours of logged 
SGA service for events sponsored by SGA, in addition to their one piece of legislation each 
semester. 
 
Whereas: SGA members will additionally be required to represent the organization by attending 
one non-SGA event, in order to become better engaged both on and off campus while fostering 
greater networking opportunities with diverse groups and organizations (SGA Advisors and/or  
President must approve these events; Examples given: off-campus conferences, Fox Fund-
funded events, events held by other student organization or campus offices, etc.) 
 
Whereas: These hours will be logged in both a physical logbook and also in Excel (overseen by 
Chief Justice) in order to hold senators accountable, while still relying on the Honor Code. 
These hours will be formally logged and used as a reference when analyzing the semesterly 
standings of members in Rollins SGA. In addition, the logbook will contain specific tasks that 
inform senators what needs to be completed during the event and will have areas for senators to 
sign in, sign out, write how many hours they completed, etc. 
 
Whereas: This new system will allow senators to come and go as they please while attending  
these events on and off campus, while fostering more learning and networking opportunities 
aligning with the 2019-2020 President and Vice President’s platform 
                         
Be it Hereby Resolved, The Student Government Association of Rollins College will: 
                         
(1) Amend the current SGA constitution for senator requirements and good standing from two 
constituent outreaches per semester and one legislation to:  
(1)  5 hours of service for SGA events 
(2)  Attending and facilitating one on or off campus non-SGA event, with approval 
from SGA Advisors and/or President 
  
(3)  Completing one legislation per semester, in order to allow greater SGA 
participation and representation. 
            
 
      
     
    
   
